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CHRISToPHE MEIERHANS

SoME uSE FoR YouR BRoKEN CLAY PoTS

Works of science fiction give us an insight into a
future civilization by telling the adventures of
one of its individual inhabitants. Some use for
your broken clay pots, on the contrary, provides us
with the code that rules the life of the society
it imagines.

The future is apprehended the other way around: it is up to us
to picture what the adventures of our individual lives would
be like under a defined set of new conditions. Developed in
collaboration with a team of experts from different Belgian
universities, Some use for your broken clay pots is a theatre
piece whose script is the constitutional text for a democratic
state that does not yet exist.
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The splendour of change ****, De Standaard (BE)
“Meierhans for president? (...) Everyone can ask questions,
Meierhans has a sound answer to everything. He convinces you; also
of the lack of democracy in our current particracy. Afterwards no
one is discussing acting skils. This show realizes that which in
theatre is sometimes a mere sales pitch: artists think an
alternative.”
Meierhans‘ broken Clay Pots, E-tcetera (BE)
“What initially comes across as a joke develops into the core of a
system that starts making more and more sense, slide after slide,
argument after argument. (...) Precisely because of this meticulous balance of seriousness, consistence and playfulness Meierhans
succeeds in starting off a provoking brain exercise.”

biographY
CHRISToPHE MEIERHANS
°1977, Geneva, Switzerland, lives and works in Brussels.
He works with and within performances, public spaces, theater,
installations, sound, music and video. His work consists mainly
in developping strategies for interventions in our daily life
protocols through manipulating conventional agreements, social
habits or simple usages. Fragments of reality such as an existing
speech, a café, a theater performance or our daily audiophily become frameworks for artistic operations which attempt to redirect
banality so as to only let it reappear under peculiar angles. His
work raises questions of norms and conventions by confusing casual
contexts with another and confronting the spectator with some kind
of otherness, the strangeness of being in the “wrong” place, or of
the place itself being the “wrong” one.
www.contrepied.de

Challenging fiction
Bart Capelle interviews Christophe Meierhans on
Some use for your broken clay pots, ‘NOV 12
The work of Christophe Meierhans often involves interventions
in everyday life, aimed at revealing and confusing social
codes, unspoken agreements and norms. Some use for your broken
clay pots will be a theatre piece that is part of a triptych,
revolving around one challenging proposal: a new constitution
for modern-day democracies.
What made you want to create a new constitution? And in what
sense will it be different from democracy?
I want to find a way of uncovering some of our a priori assumptions as
westerners, who have been living in democracies for a long time. We have
the idea that we are living in a state structure that has existed forever.
By the most critical it is considered the least bad system and by the
less critical the only possible way of living a good life in a community.
Through theatre I want to find a way of making these firm unquestioned convictions visible and mobile again. A constitution is the basic contract
between all citizens in a society, serving as the measure for every decision and every judgment. Modern democracies are based on elections as the
organizing principle to transcribe the will of citizens into the institutions that govern them. As an exercise – and in the first instance just for
the hell of it - I want to reverse this principle and devise an imaginary
constitution that is not based on election (voting based on promises for
the future) but on disqualification (elimination based on past actions).

What made you decide to use it as the basis for a theatre piece?

If you propose a new fictional model to people in a political context,
you have to deal with judgment, doubt, fears and resistance. The framework of theatre works in completely the opposite way. People go to theatre
with a willingness to believe in the fiction that is presented. Combining
both worlds enables you to make use of a theatre audience’s desire to believe in a story. And in this particular case the story told, is the proposal of a new constitution. The ‘trick’ probably boils down to this: you
do not have to make people believe in the constitution, you have to make
them believe in the fiction. The constitution is a story and every story
has a kind of moral or ethical background or a connection to reality. What
do you do with this story when you are back in the real world? I hope it
will reveal that the real constitution we have is also a fiction, an invention. It was constructed some time ago and is just a tool as any other.

What happens if you discover gaps or loopholes in the constitution
while performing the piece?

In the first place, the ambition is to prepare the constitution in such a way
that all the possible gaps are covered. The audience is there to challenge
the constitution and the fiction that is in place. And again, I think that this
is a very normal aspect of theatre. The audience is challenging the fiction.
A good theatre piece should be able to incorporate these challenges. But the
constitution as a basic script can be improved, that’s for sure. If there are
better suggestions, there is no reason not to make amendments.

Where does the title Some use for your broken clay pots come from?

The accepted beginnings of democracy are commonly situated in classical Athens, 5 BC. The ancient Greeks actually despised the idea of elections. They
considered it completely undemocratic. To control their representatives they
used a system called ostracism. Each year citizens could decide to ban someone from the city, for instance because that person was considered dangerous
or a bad influence on the politics of the city. It is difficult to imagine in
this day and age, but this banishment was not actually considered a punishment. It was just a measure to neutralize someone for a while. The banned
person’s goods were preserved and could be recovered upon return some ten
years later. The term ostracism supposedly refers to the procedure of anonymous voting, in which the names of people to be cast away were engraved on
either oyster shells (Greek: ostreon) or pieces of broken clay (ostraka).
This inspired me for the title of the play. Broken clay pots are also considered useless, garbage. But we can actually reuse them, just as we can
recycle the idea of positive disqualification.

Is recycling the abolished principle of ostracism into a new constitution a way of writing an alternative history?

You could say so. It is quite difficult to trace how the legacy of the Greeks
actually transformed into the democratic system of today. There is a Roman
empire in between which is very important. A lot of aspects of our democracy
are Roman and not Greek. The Greeks would choose their governors by allotment
and this obviously did not pass on to the Romans. To us this kind of random
appointment may seem completely crazy, but there were very strong philosophical, religious, but also statistical and socio-political reasons for it. Appointment by lot is the best tool against corruption and the best guarantee
for equal chances for anybody to access power. But it would be very difficult
to defend today. In ancient Greece procedures of choice often involved an
oracle. The fact that you find this chance-based selection in a religious context is not at all a coincidence. If you choose things at random, you leave
room for the unknown, for something that is not in your power to decide.

Ancient democratic systems were very much ritualized. Do you want
to incorporate the importance of ritual into your constitution?

Any system that wants to serve as a common basis for the organisation of

things among people, can only work if people respect it.
And there are probably two ways to earn respect. One is repression: if you
do not respect the system, you will be killed. The other one is belief. A
system can function if people like it and believe in it. But believing in
a system is a very artificial act. It is a leap of faith and that is an act
of will, a conscious choice. And man has invented rituals in order to celebrate or cultivate this act. Through rituals rational choice transforms
into something else, an almost natural will: desire. At the annual carnival
in Cologne for instance, people take two weeks time off from work to participate. Not because they have to, but because they desire to. In terms of
ritualization, a political system should actually be much more like a carnival. People vote, not because there is a moral obligation or social pressure
or out of discontent, but because they believe it is the right way of doing
things. Ideally, you should not have any problems of participation rates in
elections. Ritualization is a rational submission to irrationality. And that
is a form of wisdom, which we have probably lost in our modern societies. A
ritual is a way of shortcutting those problems that will remain unsolvable
because of the fact that no rational system can ever be perfect. A system
that is supposed to interact with a changing world, with real people, will
always know failure. So it needs faith and in theatre it needs suspension of
disbelief. It does not have to be religious. The superhuman is that which
people cannot rationally grasp. Things like death, birth, or hurricanes.

Maybe that ’s exactly what we are no longer capable of: accepting
the fact that no system is perfect, that we cannot control everything.

Definitely, I think this is the illness of modernity. Working on this project
I often think about medieval medicine. Medicine in medieval times didn’t
work with pills. It didn’t reason in terms of adding something to the body in
order to make it better. It started from the idea that there was something,
a bodily fluid or possession even, so you had to subtract something from the
body. Philosophically speaking there is something interesting to that idea.
Subtracting means refraining from something, not doing something. That might
be wiser, after all. You don’t need to do something, just because you can.
That’s something we have a hard time with in our society.

How does this relate back to the shape of the piece? Will you try
and incorporate the idea of ritual and the irrational into the
project?

It will be part of what the theatre piece aims at. It is a very thin line
of course, because as soon as we go too much into some kind of exoticism,
we will lose connection with reality. People will be relieved to keep it at
a distance. But we want it up-close. We want it to be problematic. People
should actually be bothered by the proposal. I would say the medium of theatre as such is already the ritual. On that level there is also a strong link
to be made to the function of theatre in ancient Greece, one we shouldn’t
ignore. But I don’t exclude any completely crazy moment occurring in the
play if needed. Since I’m not a theatre maker, I don’t have any theatrical
fetishes. I don’t have a specific taste that I want to pursue.
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